IPPL-2019 @ Hyderabad Chapter

IPPL-2019 (Indian plumbing professional League-2019) is a fantastic event which was successfully conducted by IPA-Hyd chapter with 30 No’s of new teams (Each team having two participants).

The entire IPPL 2019 event was concluded in 6 no .of full day working sessions in Saturdays, keeping in mind the owning to Hyd Traffic Conditions etc.

The event was started on 20th July 2019 and ended on 21st September 2019 and the schedule is as follows.

20/07/2019 - Inagural session & training classes
03/08/2019 - Training classes & sponsorship presentations
17/08/2019 - Training classes & sponsorship presentations
31/08/2019 - Training classes & sponsorship presentations
14/09/2019 - Training classes & sponsorship presentations
21/09/2019 - Exam

The Venue being the heart of the city (Banjara Hills), the Hall is a regular LECTURE HALL, the required space, furniture, Telecom items are in place and are decorative.

The IPPL Banners incorporated with local & national sponsors of full size were fixed to the front of the wall and back to create the Brand Image of IPA and also a feeling amongst the participants PLUMBING ENGINEERS.

Thus the preparation for IPPL was a celebration amongst all members with the support of CORE Committee all through.

Finally, as scheduled, the course programme started off with chief guest Mr. R.K. Rao garu Chairman- Credai (Hyd) who spoke on roles and prospects for plumbing professionals for the present and future of the Construction Industry.

The Core Committee was good enough to take the whole Course Organising in the prescribed format of IPA rules, be it the topics, timings for each topic, course PPT circulation and finally the Tests and Quiz Buzzer Round conducting. Overall, the Organising has gone well with good humour spread during tea breaks, lunches and at the end of each session.
The Participants were serious for the Final Tests as the winners have good benefits. Thus Organized the whole day Exam of written and Quiz with Buzzer Rounds well with great enthusiasm. Finally the winner team was were declared, before closing the whole show.

The attendance of the participants from the 1\textsuperscript{st} day to 6\textsuperscript{th} day was about 28 Teams slowing down to 23 Teams, which is a considerable success. This was possible with the energy generated by the CORE Team from time to time.

There was a good networking time amongst Sponsors and Participants and IPA Members (5-8 members team present on all the 6 days). Sponsors could get few Business enquiries from the participating companies too.

Finally, winners are from M/s. Techno engineering services; Mr. Vijakumar & Mr. Mohd. Azharuddin

Feed back from the Participants was collected to take their opinions and are as below:

(a) The Plumbing knowledge is so vital to becoming a true Professional.
(b) The Plumbing subjects are vast but the Speakers made them simpler in explaining with suitable day to day examples.
(c) The Participants focussed more on subjects or topics than Sponsors products as the product info from the companies can be futon any time or from websites etc.
(d) The Course Model and the selection procedures from each chapter to national level selection is commendable with encouraging factor of foreign tour Sponsorship etc.
(e) The networking amongst Plumbing fraternity is more lively from trainees to Professionals
(f) 25\% of the participants are very serious in each session while 50\% is average. The 25\% appeared for namesake to be away from the office.

Concluding Remarks:

1. The IPPL is a Programme from IPA that is speaking as a Brand enhancement tool amongst all kind of Engineering Professionals.
2. The course mix of lecture sessions and product presentation sessions and product presentation sessions with snacks and lunches provisions is a good blend for its success
3. The Material gifting
   (a) T-Shirts
   (b) Code Books
   (c) PPT’s accessibility and
   (d) IPA membership is a boast to the whole IPPL conduction